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CalJulia Neighbors March 2013 
Requests for Improvements 
 

The CalJulia Neighbors respectfully request that the City collaborate to find solutions to the following 
neighborhood issues (background & further information included below): 

1. Stormwater improvements at California & Julia Street Intersection 

2. Pedestrian Safety Improvements at California & Julia Street Intersection 

3. Business District Improvements on Sacramento Street 

 

Background & Further Information 

 

1. Stormwater improvements at California & Julia Street Intersection 

During most storm events, the culverts at the intersection 
of California and Julia Streets cannot handle the volume of 
runoff and create mini lakes on the Northeast and 
Southeast corners. The photo to the left shows the 
southeast corner after less than 2” of rain, at which point 
the access ramp is flooded.  

The flooding is caused, in large part, by the crushed 
culverts that run under California Street, making any 
attempts to remove debris ineffective.  

At a minimum we request that these culverts be replaced 
with open drains, similar to those used along Prince Street. 
Further improvements could be made by incorporating 
green infrastructure, such as a planted bioswale.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Top: stormwater backed up at the 
southeast corner of California and 
Julia Streets 

Bottom: stormwater flows freely 
across Ellis Street, and down 
Prince Street during the same 
storm 
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2. Pedestrian Safety Improvements at California & Julia Street Intersection 

The current configuration of the intersection at California & Julia Streets is unsafe and uninviting for its 
most important users: the neighbors, school children, and cyclists who navigate the width of California 
Street. It’s time to make this intersection work for these users and discourage the speeding and cut-through 
traffic that is unnecessary and dangerous.  

Pedestrian & cyclist safety:  

As it is currently configured, pedestrians and cyclists must step out beyond parked cars into an 
unprotected space before they are visible to oncoming traffic, at which point they must navigate an 
exceptionally wide street. The width of California Street, once necessary to accommodate streetcars, is 
now only a liability for pedestrians and cyclists. 

Many of the pedestrians using the intersection are children headed to school. California at Julia Street is 
just beyond the school zones for both Longfellow Middle School and Malcolm X elementary, and the 
YMCA Head Start program is on the same block. However, mornings and afternoons see a steady flow of 
middle and elementary school students walking to school, and parents dropping off kids at the Head 
Start program.  

Traffic speeds & driver confusion:   

The intersection of California & Julia Streets is one of only four intersections adjacent to the 2.5 mile 
stretch of Ashby Avenue between San Pablo Avenue and Domingo Avenue, that has no form of traffic 
control for traffic approaching or leaving Ashby (See Maps 1 & 2, below). Of those four intersections, it 
is the only one that leads directly to another major thoroughfare (in this case, Sacramento Street), with 
no further traffic control, causing it to be used as a cut through to avoid traffic delays on Ashby.  

Some drivers on California Street take advantage of the lack of traffic control to speed (& do donuts), 
while other drivers seem confused about whether or not to stop for Julia Street traffic (many do).  

  

Simple changes to the intersection configuration could significantly improve the pedestrian and cyclist 
experience at this intersection. Ideas that the neighbors are interested in pursuing include: 

● Crosswalk bulb-outs (similar to those nearby at the intersection of Prince and Ellis Street) would 
provide protection & visibility to pedestrians, as well as traffic calming. 

● Traffic circle (similar to those at several nearby intersections) would provide traffic calming.  

● Stop sign (similar to almost every intersection nearby) would provide traffic calming and pedestrian 
protection. 

● Stormwater daylighting (discussed above) would provide traffic calming and improve stormwater 
flow.  
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MAP 1  Map showing location of nearby stop signs (red), traffic circles (light orange circles), and speed bumps (light orange 
rectangles). Also showing public schools, parks, and YMCA within 2000 feet of intersection.  

 

MAP 2  Map showing traffic control adjacent to a 2.5 mile stretch of Ashby Avenue, from San Pablo to Domingo.  
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3. Business District Improvements on Sacramento Street 

The Sacramento Street business district, particularly between Ashby and Oregon, is an under-utilized 
commercial area. While it does have some thriving businesses, it continues to struggle and fall short of its 
tremendous potential to become a community hub for this diverse neighborhood. Efforts by the business 
owners and neighbors to make changes have been limited and stymied for a maze of political and social 
reasons.   

While the City has invested resources over the past year to install new banners, enhance architectural 
lighting as well as to repave the streets, there is much work that still needs to be done. The time is right for 
the City to step in and lead a renewed effort to improve the aesthetic value, safety, and economic vibrancy 
of this district. 

A City-led Action Committee, or similar venture, could facilitate a partnership between and among the 
Sacramento business community, neighbors and the City. As neighbors, we would like to see a plan for 
immediate and long-term concrete actions. 

Photo: view of Sacramento Street, from Julia Street (source: Google Streetview)  

 

CalJulia continues to be very interested in finding solutions for the property at the corner of Sacramento 
and Julia Streets. For reference, please see the “Impacts & Opportunities” statement 
(http://tinyurl.com/2951sacramentoStatement), which outlines the threats and opportunities associated 
with 2951 Sacramento Street, but could be applied more broadly. Also, for reference, a collection of images 
related to this same property can be viewed here: http://tinyurl.com/2951sacramento2005-2013 

 

 


